Meeting Minutes – March 14, 2019

- Lisa began with introductions.
  Jeffery Benson approved the minutes and Pastor Dan second the minutes.

Speakers:

**Dr. Annie Norman – Director of Delaware Libraries**

- Focused on
  - School Ready
  - Employment Ready
  - Health Ready

- 100 different partners that they work with on these three areas.
- They have LibGuide, it collects what each library does and what resources are available.
  - They have tabs on this such as mental Health etc. They have a person that keeps this updated.
- They have social workers that share time in the libraries throughout Delaware
- They have a state-wide calendar with all the programs as well by library
- There is an average of 4000 programs in the libraries and most are by partnership
- They give suggestions under each tab of books that help. For example, books on trauma.
- They are working on the mapping for each person.
- They have VISTA’s that do Healthy Futures -AA screenings, flu shots, etc and a behavioral health opioid Addiction -TBD

**Sgt. Brandi Neihoff - Civil Operations Delaware Counterdrug Task Force**
Ion scan is a marching they have where they can scan the eye
They work with NJ Base and use a helicopter that can scan license plates and do high level security.
The Civil Operations has been around from the end of 1980’s
State wide and works with different organization that wants to become a grant receipt
DFC Grant is a grant that provides funding to coalitions in the community.
There is a new app they are trying to do is get a crime mapping that is in real time.
What they can help with is coaching, training, facilitation, intermediary, participant, coordinator, leadership, support
Face the facts is a new none profit that just started to help families of addicts who have passed pay for the burier

New Business:
✓ A Day of Hope

Partner Updates:
✓ David Baugh spoke about a new app called OpiRescueDE. WBOC will be discussing this on tonight’s 7:00 news.

Sponsored by:

Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health